
 

 

 

Disposable vapes | melbournevapes.com.au/ 

 

Disposable vapes from Melbourne Vapes are pre-charged and pre-filled E Cigarette devices that 

last up to 5000 puffs. Check out our huge range of disposable vape flavours! Best quality 

disposable vapes with MASSIVE discounts, best disposable vapes online! IGet Vapes XXL 1800 

Puffs Disposable Vape from Melbourne Vapes provides a fun sized, easy to carry and convenient 

vape whenever you need! The IGet XXL 1800 Puffs disposable vape will last up to 1800 puffs 

and comes in a variety of different flavours that are sure to impress even the fussiest of vapers. 

IGet Legend 4000 Puffs Disposable Vape is the ground-breaking new disposable vape by IGet. 

IGet Legend 4000 Puffs Disposable Vape comes in a range of different flavours and colours to 

suit all tastes. The IGet Legend 4000 disposable vape is long lasting, full of flavour and provides 

a smooth and delicious throat hit.The IGet Goat 5000 Puff Disposable Vape has landed at 

Melbourne Vapes! The IGet Goat 5000 Puff disposable vape is IGet's newest and most exciting 

disposable vape with exciting new flavours that will hit the spot with every puff. The IGet Goat 

5000 Puff disposable vape provides one of the longest lasting disposable vape IGet Bar 3500 

Puffs Disposable Vape is the ground-breaking new disposable vape by IGet. IGet Bar 3500 Puffs 

Disposable Vape comes in a range of different flavours and colours to suit all tastes. The IGet 

Bar 3500 disposable vape is long lasting, full of flavour and provides a smooth and delicious 

throat hit. 

We have the worlds best Dry Herb Vaporizers that are portable and deliver amazing dry herb hits 

with minimum dry herb odour. Free overnight express shipping for all dry herb Vape Kit orders 

over $99, shop online today and find your perfect dry herb vaporizer.Vape Juice & Vape E 

Liquids in Melbourne, Australia. Quality E Liquid selection full of delicious flavours with 

unique vape juice & vape e liquid flavours to satisfy all your vape juice needs. Melbourne Vapes 

vape juice comes from the best ingredients, so our vape juice flavours are smooth. Best quality 

vape juice! 
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